Tag Questions Exercise

Add appropriate question tags.

1. We do not wear woolen clothes in summer, ...........................?

   do we

   don't we

   did we

2. It is not very cold today, .................................?

   is it

   isn't it

   doesn't it

3. He studies well, .................................?

   does he
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4. He plays tennis every day, .................?

   doesn't he

   does he

   didn't he

5. The streets are clean, ......................?

   are they

   aren't they

   don't they
6. They visit you occasionally, …………………………..?

- don't they
- didn't they
- do they

7. He escaped unhurt, ……………………….? 

- did he
- didn't he
- doesn't he

8. He never hurts others, ……………………….? 

- does he
- doesn't he
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9. Honey tastes sweet, ..........................?
   - does it
   - doesn't it
   - don't it

10. They left in the morning, ..........................?
    - did they
    - didn't they
    - don't they

11. The doctor examined the patient, ..........................?
12. They need our help, ……………………….? 

**Answers**

We do not wear woolen clothes in summer, do we?
It is not very cold today, is it?
He studies well, doesn’t he?
He plays tennis every day, doesn’t he?
The streets are clean, aren’t they?
They visit you occasionally, don’t you?
He escaped unhurt, didn’t he?
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He never hurts others, does he?
Honey tastes sweet, doesn’t it?
They left in the morning, didn’t they?
The doctor examined the patient, didn’t he?
They need our help, don’t they?